
  January 20th-24th 
  Mr. Ed’s Awesome News! 

This Week 

We had a great week learning all about the letter “D”.  Throughout the week we practiced writing the letter 

“D” and making the “D” sound.  This week our story was Detective Dog and the Disappearing Donuts.  

Throughout the story we practiced the “D” sound by saying all the words on the page that started with “D”.  On 

Friday, we sorted pictures that began with the “D” sound out of our mystery box! 

This week in Social Skills class, we continued making tracks with our friends.  We used many different stamp 

pads and stampers that had different animal footprints to make tracks on our snow-white papers.  With not 

enough stamp pads and stampers for everyone, we had to use our kind words, take turns, and share with our 

friends.  In another center, we used 3-D track stampers to make impressions in “cool colored” (blue/purple) 

playdoh.  We had a great time sharing all our materials and seeing what different tracks we could make in our 

playdoh. 

In Art Class, we finished up our underwater coffee filter paintings.  We started by practicing drawing fish 

using basic shapes such as ovals, triangles, and rectangles.  We then transferred our drawings onto our coffee 

filter oceans using sharpie markers.  To finish off our underwater ocean, we filled in our drawings of fish with 

black paint to make them look like silhouettes.  

This week we talked all about Arctic living.  We built igloos using cotton balls and painted a polar bear stuck in 

a blizzard.   During circle time we learned about the Northern Lights or Auroras.  We learned that the lights 

were bright colors that waved through the night sky at both the north and south poles.  During craft time, we 

had the chance to create our own Auroras using chalk.  We drew wavy lines from the left to the right across 

the top of our paper and then smudged the lines together using our fingers.  To add more details to our 

beautiful Arctic scenes, we drew snow and an igloo underneath the night’s sky. 

A special thank you to Miss Emily, Rowan’s mom, who came in this week to read a story about mice and snow.  

We had a blast creating a pretzel and marshmallow snowflake for our snack! 

Looking Ahead 

2/7 

Aquarium Field Trip 

 

2/14 

Valentine’s Day Party 

 

2/17 

No School 

President’s Day 

 

2/17-2/21 

UPK KIDDOS ONLY 

NO SCHOOL 

Next 

Week 

We will be 

learning about 

different 

Arctic animals. 

Letter of 
the Week 

Pp 
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